the CTSC Grant
PUBLICATIONS: Cite
Submit to PubMed Central
OVERVIEW: The NIH requires all publications resulting from federally funded (including CTSC-supported) research to

acknowledge that support in publications and posters AND comply with the NIH Public Access policy. The NIH public
access policy requires scientists to submit final peer-reviewed journal manuscripts that arise from NIH funds to PubMed
Central immediately upon acceptance for publication. Compliance with these policies is not only mandated by the federal
government but citing the CTSC grant also provides the NIH with a critical productivity metric for the CTSC and all CTSA
institutions. To help ensure the success and continued funding of the UC Davis CTSC, please CITE, SHARE, and

SUBMIT.
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CITE IT

NIH Funding Acknowledgement
Investigators are required to cite the CTSC Grant
in all publications that result from any support
received from the CTSC, including use of CTSC
services (such as biostatistics, biomedical
informatics, clinical trials resources, etc.) or
resources (such as the CTSC Clinical Research
Center) or direct funding (such as pilot grant
awards).
Scholars enrolled in the CTSC KL2, CTSC TL1, or
MCRTP programs are required to cite the main
CTSC grant in any publications they author or coauthor for projects initiated or conducted during the
trainee period, regardless of the date of publication.
Use the following language to
acknowledge CTSC support:
"The project described was supported by the
NationalCenter for Advancing Translational
Sciences, NationalInstitutes of Health, through grant
number UL1 TR001860. The content is solely the
responsibility of the authors and does not
necessarily represent the official views of the NIH."
• KL2 scholars add:
"and linked award KL2 TR001859."
• TL1 scholars add:
"and linked award TL1 TR001861."

Need Help?
• Send an email to hs-conciergectsc@ucdavis.edu
• Review the NIH Public Access Policy (see
https://publicaccess.nih.gov/ and
http://guides.lib.ucdavis.edu/nih_mandate
• Attend NIH Public Access Policy seminars and
workshops at the CTSC
• Contact Blaisdell librarian Amy Studer with
questions at hs-nihpaphelp@ucdavis.edu
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SHARE IT

Notify the CTSC about Publications
CTSC investigators and scholars are asked to email
hs-conciergectsc@ucdavis.edu before you
submit your manuscript for publication.
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SUBMIT IT
NIH Public Access Policy

CTSC investigators and scholars who have cited the
CTSC grant in their manuscript must ensure that an
electronic version of their final, peer-reviewed manuscript is submitted to PubMed Central (PMC) upon
acceptance for publication. Failure to submit the
manuscript to PMC within NIH-imposed deadlines
may result in a delay in processing of all grant
awards linked to the article.
• Familiarize yourself with the details of NIH Public
Access Policy at https://publicaccess.nih.gov/.
• Contact hs-conciergectsc@ucdavis.edu before
you submit your manuscript to determine
the journal’s method of implementation of Public
Access Policy.
• Upon acceptance for publication, send a
copy of the final, accepted manuscript to hsconciergectsc@ucdavis.edu and arrange for
assistance with uploading your manuscript (if
necessary) to PMC via the NIH Manuscript
Submission (NIHMS) system.
• Approve all requests for review or changes
emailed to you by the NIHMS system.
• Use the PMC identification number (PMCID)
associated with your article at the end of the
process as proof of compliance with the policy.
• Refer to “CTSC Checklist “document for more
detailed instructions.

